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ABSTRACT

Wo •USCUBS some fea tures of SUSY breaking in H = 2 Supergravi ty .

F i r s t l y , we shov t h a t in a general N * 2 Sugra model (constructed according the

tensor calculus) all stationary points of the potential, at A = 0 , are fully

supersymmetric if the compensating multiplet is not gauged. Thus a viable

super-Higgs effect in N = 2 supergravity can occur only in presence of a

Fayet-Iliopoulos term.

Then we present an explicit model with two scales of 'breaking in

anti-de Sitter space.Moreover, the ratio of the two gravitino masses is sliding

i .e . not determined by the classical potential. In the extreme situation one of

the gravitino mass equals J-Kl3' , and thus we have partial super-Higgs (in AdS

space). The cosmological constant may be arranged to an arbitrary small value

while keeping the mass of the heavy gravitino constant.

I . INTRODUCTION

Within t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n programme on SUST b r e a k i n g i n N = 2 s u p e r g r a v i t y ,

we present here two results related, respectively, to the breaking in Minkowski

and AdS space.

Patterns of breaking have already emerged [ l ,2 ,3] ; in particular, i t has

been shown [3] that partial super-HIgga is not possible in Minkowski space:

in flat space, if one supersymmetry charge is broken the other must be broken as

well. In this letter a further constraint on the breaking in flat space is

explicitly spelled out.

Instead, here we show that partial super-Higgs is possible In AdS space,

with an arbitrary small (in absolute value) - but non-zero - (negative)

cosmological constant A . To this end, we present an explicit model which has

some remarkable features. The ratio of the two gravitino masses is not fixed

(at the classical level) by the potential:, so that we have a sliding mass-hierarchy

for the SUST breaking with the two extremal possibilities of equal scales and

only one broken SUSY. Moreover, |A| can be-fine-tuned to any fnon-zero) small

number, while keeping the gravitino masses to be large. Examples of S = 2 SUGRA

with different gravitino masses were already known in 4e Sitter space [2] where

the vacuum is instable; the AdS example we present is instead stabilized by the

Breitenlohner-Freedman mechanism [I*].
as

All the previous as wellYthe present results refer to theories formulated

in lt-D according to the supereonfonn&l calculus, i . e . with only two spIn-3/2 fields.

I I . SUPEREYMMETRY OF MINKOWSKI SPACE I N UHGAUGED M = 2 SUHRGRAVITY
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For the moment, we limit ourselves to the models in which the automorphism

group of the SUSY algebra is not gauged, (that is to say, the gravitini have no

minimal couplings to gauge vectors). For the models in this class, Minkowski

space - if it is a solution at all - is always a fully aupersymmetric configuration.

Indeed, as we shall shov, the gravitino mass-matrix A vanishes in a flat
1J

background. If all 'matter1 particles have positive 'metric' (that is positive

kinetic terms) this in turn implies that the SUSY variation of all vacuum fields

would also vanish, thanks to the T-identity [3].
Because in N • 2 supergravity gauging the SU(2) (S0(2)) group

introduces [1,2,5] in the potential a term linear in the auxiliary field Y
l J

of the vector multiplet gauging 5U(£) (resp. S0{2)), we can restate our result

by saying that supersymmetry can break-down in Minkowski space only in the

presence of a Fayet-Iliopoulos term [6].
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A opccial case of these facts was discussed in Hef.ilj. It was shown

that, with minimal kinetic terms for the vector nultiplets.if oru- requires the

potential to 'be bounded from below (which in particular requires no Fayet-

Iliopoulos term ), one obtains a potential which is positive semi-definite,

with a valley of zeros which are fully supersymmetr]c configurations. This

state of affairs, typical of the global case is a necessary consequence of the

grand rules of superconformal calculus and the T-identity.

The matter content of an N = 2 supergravity theory can be classified

in [2]; vector multiplets (always in the adjoint representation of the gauge

group) containing a complex scalar X 1 (I is an adjoint representation index)

whose self-interactions are characterized by a real symmetric matrix If ( _. **)

IJV
scalar multiplets containing the scalar fields Aa. (i is an SU(2) index,

a is a gauge Index) with a reality condition

in a representation satisfying a certain reality condition [1] and tensor

multiplets,

multiplets)

multiplets, whose scalars are L = L (a labels the different tensor
aij aji

apu

which are inert under the gauge group, but can have linear couplings to Abelian

vector supermultiplets [l,T]

For the scalar multiplet A", we have two_ basic invariant densities [3]

corresponding to kinetic and mass terms, respectively; however, as is required

by the T-identity [l],the contributions to the potential from the two terms

organize to give [3]

i . e . the square of the Q-symmetry transformation [5,7]. Here x g = x i T
I g

and T "„ are the (antihermitean) generators of the gauge group in the
1 p

representation appropriate for the scalar multiplet. If XQ denotes the

scalar of the compensating vector multiplet corresponding to central charge,

the associate generator g T " is meant to contain also the mass term [3],

in agreement with the mass-formulas of N = 2 supersymmetry L9 J.

The contribution from the vector multiplets to the potential is (to value)

Sol.

where the auxiliary fields Y = (Y J) are computed from their (algebraic)
-Li j X

equation of motion

n K

(5)

(2)

where Ga are the complex scalar auxiliary fields of the tensor multiplet and

Y is the auxiliary field of the vector multiplet satisfying a reality condition

similar to that of Eq.(l) .

Beside these, in a formulation of K = 2 supergravity one introduces

a non-linear multiplet [5] as a compensator in order to eliminate the trouble-

some terms linear in the Weyl scalar D [1,2,5,3 ] from the Lagrangian; the

SU(2) symmetry of this non-linear multiplet can7gauged [1,2,5]. Since this would

just give the gauged version of N = 2 supergravity, we shall disregard this

possibility in the following. In this case, the non-linear multiplets will

give no contribution to the scalar potential.

•) The other conditions are [l]: i) ra = 0 (no linear coupling of a tensor

multiplet to the compensating 'wrong metric1 vector multiplet and ii) the masses

and gauge couplings of the scalar multiplets must be such that

-(Y l j
T H Y )| 0 J. 0 (see Eqs.(lO) and (5)J.

**) For complete details on the underlying Kahler structure, see Ref.(2j-
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Note that the f i rs t term in Eq.CO is positive definite; indeed

(i) from gauge invariance of the action we have [2*3]

and ( i i ) the KHhlerian metric of the physical scalar X [2]

(6)

(7)

must be positive definite , if we want positive kinetic energy for physical

fermions. Using Eq,(6) and the D-gauge condition [1,2] ^_ N X = 1, we

get

*) The only null eigenvector is X (see Hef.[g]) which corresponds to the linear

combination of the vector roultiplet fermions which is put to zero as an S-super-

symmetry gauge condition X U ii. = 0 . (As explained in Hef.[3]. this gauge is

chosen in order to have canonical kinetic terms in the Lagrangian.) For

convenience, we have defined M ^ with the opposite sign with respect to Ref.[Z].
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Finally, there is the contribution from the tensorial multiple*

where ^ 1 } . Summing up all the terms we have

Sol.

(8)

(9)

(10)

If at the stationary point V = 0,

(15)

but both terms in Eq.(l5) are non-positive, because of Eq.(11). Then they

both must vanish

Comparing Eqs. (10) and (16), we get

_ o
(16)

All terms in Eq.(lO) are manifestly non-negative, except - i (Yfly). Then,

if V has to vanish,

" \ <™ Y> « 0 • (11)

As explained in Eefs.[l,l4], the mass-matrix A., for the gravitini is

i.e.

Wow, from E q s . ( 5 ) and ( 1 2 ) we g e t (C T s 0 ) ,

(IT)

(12)

We shall now show that A ^ = 0 in a stationary point at which the

potential vanishes, if it exists. Let us consider, first of all, the case in

which C I a = 0. From Eqs.(5) and (12) it follows that if there is no scalar

multiplet, Ai3 = 0 and so the result holds a fortiori. If scalar multiplets

are present, at a stationary point we must have,

i -3V
A
 a T

 = ° * (13)

ij -i*x w ; jV - A\

as claimed.

*
(18)

We n o w turn to the general case, C^ 4 0. Y 1 ^ M ^ Y ^ is no- longer

a homogeneous function of A ^ , so-Eq.dM becomes .more complicated

0 . ̂  ̂  - ^xHi-^^j-jy^:

Decomposing the potential - Eq.(lO) - in terms which are homogeneous functions

of A , one gets
(19)

At a stationary point, we must also have

^V
(20)
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Substituting Eq.(20) in Eg.(19), we can see that if the potential vanishes

at the stationary point, we re-obtain Eq.(15). Comparing with Eq.(15) we get

BT O

Then, from Eqs.(5), (12) and (21), we obtain

(22)

This completes the argument.

Note that, if one of the tensor muitiplets, L , couples to the

compensating vector multiplet, as in Ref. Ll'],

Eq.(21) would imply

L = 0

(23)

(210

Since |xQ| > N Q Q > 0. But such a configuration seems to be a singular

configuration since the kinetic terms for .the tensor multiplet contain factors

of L [8]. Thus^flat space would not be a regular' configuration, anyhow.

In gauged supergravity, super-Higgs at A = 0 is certainly possible

since we know explicit examples (flat potentials)

III. A MODEL WITH SLIDING SUSY-BREAKING HIERARCHY AND PARTIAL SUPER-HIGGS

IN AaS SPACE 'A

In this section, we present a model in the AdS snace with the properties

announced in the introduction.

The ingredients of the model are:

(i) The usual Abellan vector multiplet compensator which gauges an S0(2)

• group acting on the second compensator multiplet that we choose to be

a non-linear multiplet [5,7,8]. The gauge coupling for this S0(2)

will be denoted by g' .

(ii) a "matter" Abelian vector m"ltipl«»t (vhce s^alnr component is denoted

by X), which eauaes another S0(2) group acting on one hynermuH-ipiet

scalar component A" (a,i = 1,2) satisfies the properties

(25)

following fvom +he >-eaiitv condition. The corresponding gauge couplins is denoted

"by g .

WP shall use minimal coupling for the vector multiplies i.e.,

S T T = diag(-l,+l). Fixing the dilatation gauge la! = 1 + xx and eliminating
1J

the auxiliary fields, one finds the potential [l]

v

Minimizing this V one finds, besides the trivial extremum, A . * X = 0 , other

solutions satisfy the conditions

Calling t = g'/g , the solutions to Eqs.(27) and (28) are

/xia=
d-t3- (29)

where, from Eq.(28), we have |t| < 1 . Note that for |t| s 1 only the trivial

solution A . = X = 0 is available.

At the stationary point (29), the potential is

(30)

i -t*
which is always negative so we are in anti-de Sitter space.

From Eqs.(5) and (12) and the equation of motion for the auxiliary field

of the compensating multiplet
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'* V '3D

(t. is the generator of the first S0(2) group normalized a3 t r t = -1) , we

can write down the gravitino mass-matrix.

Let us note that the phase of the X field is not̂  fixed by the minimum

condition; this will be one of the causes of the indetermxnation of the mass-ratio.

X is parametrized as

X-e* t Ci-tx) (32)

given that •J£\A\~1A1 is a matrix of the SU(2) group, and that th i s unitary

matrix is not fixed by the potential , we parametrize Y J (in the diagonal form)

a s ( s e e a l s o E q . ( 5 ) )

(33)

where the angle cp is also indetermined.

Thus, the mass-matrix is

(3k)

The two indeterminea angles 6 and <f> make the mass-ratio R

to sl ide; from Eq.^1*) one finds

(35)

(36)

In particular, vhen «0 or 6 vanishes (mod-ir) the two masses are equal

(a = 0 or tf respectively), whereas if tp and 9 are equal to ir/2 (mod.n)

the ratio is maximum and

(38)

(39)

Recalling Eq.(30), we see that in this case

31H4 = . V (1*0)

I'f
As is well known [ll], Eq.(38) is Just the condition for having only one

unbroken supersymmetry in the AdS space with the eosmological constant of Eq.(30).

From Eq. (3M we see that, for generic

2

ki_ ., or i*-t i ) (1*1)

So, letting t * 1 we can have the cosmological constant as small as we want

(but non-zero), keeping the gravitino masses large. Thus, we can approximate the

partial super-Higgs at A = 0 with an arbitrary accuracy, even if it is

impossible [3].

These solutions are stable for aJJ_ e,tf for t a 1 because they satisfy

the Breitenlohner-Freedman condition [!*]. For 6 = <p = TT/2 (mod.u) they are

stable to all order thanks to the surviving supersymmetry.
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